INTRODUCTION
The cost of a high energy muon collider will bc clearly be dominated by the cost of accclcrating the muons to their maximum energy It is thus important to study possible techniques for acceleration, the advantages and disadvantages of these techniques, autl how to perform a cost optimizat,ion of a final design.
The accclcration of muons Im~rs various challenges that that are not present in the accclcration of other types of charged particles. Since muons have a finite lifctime (approximately 1000 t,urns), one cannot take a long time to accelerate them, so traditional accelerating synchrotrons such as are used for protons carmot be used. Due to the clifficulby of cooling the muon beam, the longitudinal cmittances t,cnd to IX large (as high as 0.017 eV-s), and this ends ~11 making the acceleration significantly more challenging, especially at, lower energies.
The larger mass of the muons (as compared to electrons) prevents them from emitting suhst,antial amounts of synrhrotron radiation, and thus there IS nothing prcvcnting them from being belit in An *rc. \Vhilc a conventional synchrotron will not work, a recirculating accelerator is rcrtainly possible. An additional advantage of a recirc&ting accolcrator is that it potentially gives high RF-to-beam power cfficiencics, since the same linac can be used for multiple passes through the system. Table 1 gives pemmetcrs for high cncrgy muon rolhders that are rclcvant to the design of the accclcration systems [I, 21. In that table, P~,~,,, is the momentum at which acceleration begins, I,,,,~~ is the momentum ill the collider, 61, is the longitli- dinal emittancc (normalized), E, is the normalized transverse emittance, and N is the number of particles per bunch. We will assume that maximum accelerating gradient,s and the r,/Q of the cavities scale with frequency according to 2) = 30 MV/m /& $ = 1000 fllm&,
Design Parameters
where f is the RF frequency.
METHODS

FOR COMPUTING PARAMETERS
This paper will primarily address how to compute longitudinal parameters, but will include very rough estimates of transverse parameters for the design. There are really two types of systems that will be considered: straight 1inac.s and recirculating accelerators.
Straight linacs are used for acceleration from the lowest energics, since the relative energy spreads at lower energies will bc impossible to get through a conventional arc. Once the beam reaches a sufficient energy, however, recirculating accelerators will be used.
Straight Linacs
At the lowest energies, the velocity of the particles cannot he considered to be constant, and thus it is probably hest not to accelerate on-crest; instead, one should allow particles to undergo synchrotron oscillations, with the time-of-flight variation coming purely from the velocity variation with energy.
As a first approximation to the behavior of synchrotron motion in the linacs, we can take an adiabatic approximation wherein the RF buck& is determined by thr sinusoidal RF fields and the velocity variation of the muons with energy. The smallness parameter in the adiabatic approximation is the quantity
where k, is the synchrotron wave nmnbcr (computed later), p is the muon momentum for the reference particle, and s is the distance along the reference orbit. It will turn out that this quantity is not in fact very small; however, lacking a better analytic description, one can noncthclcss use the results under the adiabatic approximation to give a first (probably optimistic) guess as to what thr paramet,ers may be. One could consider running on-crest at some point during the acceleration process, particularly once the adiabatic approximation hecomes particularly had. This will first of all necessarily lead to some longitudinal emit,tance growth. Furthermore, it will he necessary to introduce some momentmn compartion to counteract the e&t of the velocity variation with energy, but doing t,hat for a beam with the relative energy spreads that this beam will have would be highly nontrivial.
Hamiltonian Description
The Hamiltonian dcscribing longitudinal particle motion in the linac is _ ;J(E,,(s) + A]? -(mc*)* + s + ?',r(s)
where E,(s) is the energy of the reference particle, JI,,(s) = E:(s) -(uK~)?/c is its momentum, and to is its arrival time at longitudinal position s in the linac. The particles have mass WI and charge y. The gradient and phase of the fundamental mode with IIequency in at Iongit~udinal position s and time t arc It(s, t) and b(s, t) respectively. These quantities arc r&ted through
The canonical coordinate is 7 for the deviation of the arrival time at a given longitudinal position s of a particle from that of a rcfcrcnce particle, and the canonical momentum is -A, whcrc A is the deviation of the energy of a particle from that of the reference particle. The Hamiltonian ignores effects of beam loading, and only considers the effect of the fui~dan~ri~tal m~dc iii the liiiac:.
The reason for putting time dependence in u and 4 is to take int,o account, pow" input, wall losses, and in principle brain loading (although the latter rcnlly rrcpiirrs a self-consistent solution, but the average effect could bc put in). Exrcpl for i~am loading, these time variations occur over time scalrs which arc long compared to the time that it takes the bunch to p<azs by a given point in the linac. Thus, for the purposes of this discussion, the time dopendcnce will be ignored.
It will be convenient to define an effective phase of G(s) E wta(s) + 4(s). The adiabatic approximation is really an assumption that v(s) and $(s) change very slowly. "Very slowly" must be in relation to some other time scale, and it turns out that this time scale is really defined by the quantity (2) being small (this will not be demonstrated here). The adiabatic approximation is computed by performing calculations as if U(S) and e(s) were in fact constant. The idea is that synchrotron oscillations are occurring so rapidly the U(S) and $J(s) really are nearly constant over the period of a synchrotron oscillation. There are of course variations in u(s) due to the fact that the fields amplitudes not constant over the length of a cavity cell. For these variations, one can make another adiabaticity argument: as long as the variation in particle energy and arrival time offset is small over the length of a cavity cell, the average value of v(s) can he used.
Thus, these two adiahaticity arguments allow us to remove the s dependence from u and $ in subsequent discussions, and the results will he valid to the extent that the adiabaticity arguments are valid.
Linearization
There are two periodic sets of fixed points of the above Hamiltonian: one set with A = 0 and UT = 27~1, the other set at A = 0 and UT = 2x11 -~I+!J, where II IS an integer. As long as $ < 0, the fixed point at 7 = 0 is stable. Linearizing the Hamiltonian about that fixed point, we get --A2 --&wsinG?
From this, WC can rnmplltr the square of the aspect ratio of a matched hcam to be ('3) and the squarr of thr synchrotron wave number k, (2~ divided by the synchrotron wavclcngth) to be
Here B& is the RMS energy spread, and rrr is the RMS bunch length in arrival time nnits
Bucket Area
The Hamiltonian (3) can be used to find an equation describing the separatrix of the RF bucket. The separatrix contains the unstahlc fixed point at UT = -2$, arrd the Hamiltorliarr has a vahle of
at that point a"d thcrcfore along the scparatrix. The separatrix at T has the energy deviaticm val~ies
From this, the half-width of the b"ckct can be computed to be
Now one might want to ask how large a bmlch the b"rket can hold. This should really bc romprrted by cornp"ting the area of the RF tuck& directly. However, a sinrpler method CA" bc used which is approximately correct. Take the bucket half-width to be Ix&, whcrc L is a" arbitrary factor indicating how flrll yore would like the bucket to bc. This gives an expressio" for 0~. Next, "se the aspect ratio (6) to comp"te cr irr terms of 0~. The product of or and CJ~ is the longitudinal cmittancc CL, and thus we have another expression for ~a. Equating these two cxpressioils for CA, we get a relationship between the longitudinal emittance that the bucket will hold arrd the brxket arrd bcarn parameters.
The result is
Decay Losses
It is well k"owrr t,hat for decaying particles at constarrt velocit,y, if they travel a distaiicc s, the ""mber of particles N at the c"d of that distance is related to the "mrlbcr No at the bcginni"g of that distalrce by N = N,,e-S,",pr (13) where 7 is the lifctirrlc if the particles i" theu rest frame a"tl p IS the partlclcs lllolllelltlllll.
\Yhc" the particlcs are mltlcrgoi"g consrant acceleration parallel to their "10. nxlitmll, a calc&tiotr is "crcssary. I"tcgrating Momentum (GeV/c) 
the result is whcrc E is the final energy of the particles, p is their final mome"tmn, and the 0 s&scripted numbers are the initial qmmtities. In principle there may be corrections that come about from the finite energy spread in the distribrltio", b"t these will "ot I)c treated here.
Linnc Designs
To apply this to the design of the initial linx for a m"on collider, one can take the longitudinal emittance of the beam, choose a v&e for k, choose a frequency w and its corresponding grwclieut, 17, and use (13) to solve for 7J as a function of PO. Since the synclm~~~~s phase gives the effective accclcrating gradient, one thus has the *n*xnnum accelerating gradient vnc can achieve for n gi\ren beam emittancr and linac pariuncters as * function of I~eain nmmcntuni. One can plot this for various RF frequencies, and the results arc shown in Figs. 1 3. For those figures, a value of 4 was chosen for /c, and a linac filling factor was ASSIII~C~ to IX II.65 (thus, the maximum *veragc accclcrating gradient is really 0.65 times the value from (1)). Using these plots, one can come up with a s&me for accelerating the bunch in a linac. Assuming that the bunch shape adiabatically follows the bucket, and that one varies the phase of the RF along the linac to keep the bucket area constant, then Figs. I-3 rsally do sltow the gradient in the linac as a function nf refrrcnce momentum.
To minimize decay losses, one wants to have the highest gradient possible for a given momentum.
Thus, one should switch from one frequency linac to the next when the refcrencc momentum reaches the value whcrc lines for ttdjaccnt frequenci, cross. One would like to minimize the number of different frequency RF systems used; examining the graph, this suggests that maybe one should choose to jump in frequency by a factor of 1 from one linac to the next. Momentum (&V/c) FIGURE 3. Accelerating gradient as a function of momenta for various RF frequencies, using IWI T&/c pt\rarwters. Using the graphs, the schemes suggested in Tab. '2 seem optimal. The choice of a maximum energy for the linacs of 4 GcV is based on the fact that t,he arcs for a recirculating accelerator are particularly difficult to construct for energies below this, primarily because of the large energy spread and the requirements on the momentum compaction over the energy range that the arc accepts 7
131.
An analysis of the results from Tal). 2 suggests the following:
. The larger longitudinal cmittanccs gives require substantially longer linacs, and require those linacs to be at lower frequencies.
This will substantially effect the cost of such systems. The systems become more eflicient and less costly if the longitudinal cmittance is reduced.
l There must bc a longitudinal matching section from one linac to the next.
This matching section can in principle use the lower frequency linac itself. However, these matching sections are potentially very long, and may require momentum compaction t,o be generated using some sort of arc, which would be difficult with these energy spreads.
Furthcrmorc, it turns out. that due to the fact that the adiabatic approximation is not very good in this case, the bunch does not in fact reorient itself in phase space according to what was given in Tab. 2. The linear matching issues can bc corrected for, but it, is important to study the phase space dynamics to determine what the effcctivc "bucket" is in this case. In addition, the asymmetric shape of the bucket causes problems with matching in the tails of the distribution.
Recirculating Accelerators
OIKC tlic beam can bc reasomibly cxpccted t,o pass through an arc, it becomes mom effirienr to nsc a recirculating accelerator to accelerate the beam. A recirculating accclcrator consists of two (or more) linacs, conncctecl by one or several arcs. The beam makes several l~~.~cs through the linars. This makes more cfficicnt use of the linacs and the RF power, at the cost of more decays and potential complexity in the arc design. where LI,,, is the Icngth of the linac, and 4 is the RF phase of the rcferencc particle (same convention as previously). D is a paramctcr which will be discussed and computed later. Thus, the synchrotron t,une for the drift-kick pair will he given implicitly by sin xv, = 5 JqvLl,,wD sin 4
Drift-Kick Map for
The minimum (at the center of the arc) RMS hunch length (in arrival time units) will be /~&=z> (20) and the maximum length (center of linac) will he 
Hamiltonian Description
To obtain an RF buck& one must construct an averaged s-independent Hamiltonian which behaves as if the accelerating gradient and the time-of-flight variation are occurring simultaneously mstcad of sequentially. This Hamiltonian should have the correct linear tune (as computed for the linear transfer map described above), and correctly represent the nonlinearity in the RF. It can only correctly give the matched beam ellipse at one point, since the matched beam ellipse varies with position in the ring, while a time-independent Hamiltonian has the same matched ellipse everywhere. Thus we choose an "averaged" matched ellipse for the Hamiltonian to rcprescnt: this is most easily chosen by replacing the cos ?TV, and set XV, in (20)~("_3) with 1. The resulting Hamiltonian is
where Ltot is LI,, plus the length of the arc (which we will call L,,).
Following the same sort of procedure as we did for the linac, we find that the longitudinal emitt.ancr accepted by the bucket is 2 quLlj, jsin 4 -4 cos #I
.
Linac Contribution to D
Them are two contributions to D: me from the arc>, and another from the linacs. The contribution from the arcs is well known and is dcscrihcd hy the momentum compaction CEC. The trick is to characterize the contribution from the linacs. It would be convenient if one could lump the contribution from the linacs in wit,h the contribution from the arcs. This is certainly fcasihle: if a Hamiltonian can be written as Ha(A) + H,(T), a w&known technique in symplectic integration to get a second-order accurate map is to integrate HA for half a length step, followed hy If, for * full length step, followed hy IIb for a half step 14).
Thus, we can use the linac Hamiltonian (3), and integrate only the part depending on A. Using (4) am1 taking v and C#J to he constant,, we find that aft,er linearizing in A, where the subscript 0 rcfcrs to the beginning of the integration, and the subscript 1 refers to the end. 17 is the speed of t.lre reference particle divided hy c. There will thus hc two contributions from the linacs to D: one from the linac hefore the arc, where the initial condition in the above integration will hc the center of that linac and the final condition will he the end of the linac. Add4 to that will be a second contribution from the linac after the arc, where the initial condition is the hegiuning of the linac, and the final condition is t,he center of that linac. The net rmult is that there will be a contlihutiou to D which is (27) where tlic subscript 0 refers to the ccnt,cr of the linwc heforc the arc in question, and tbc subscript 2 refers to the center of the linac that fullows t,he arc.
Arc Parameters
Given larigit~utlinnl design paramct.ers, we now have what, wc need to specify some basic arc parameters.
R-om the previous discussions, D cm he writ,ten as But from it,s basic definition, the definition of CIC, and the ahovc discussion, it can also he written as w Here the subscript 1 refers to the value in the arc itself, and yr = I/m. As a result, we have an expression for (IC in terms of longitudinal design parameters:
The vertical RMS beam size is given hy
where fl,, is the vertical beta-function and c,, is the normalized vertical emittance Similarly whcrc D, is t,he horizontal dispersion function. Generally, to compute these values, a lattice needs to he laid out. But one can get lower bounds hy assuming a constant focusing and bending channel, which would give Pz=P,=p&
where p is the radius of curvature of the arc
Supplying RF Power
In this paper, we will assume that power is supplied to the linars in the l&r-culator in surll a way as to precisely replace the energy removed from the linac by the beam. Such a scheme has the advantage that the longitudinal phase space for the heam can remain matched irrespcctivc of the beam current, assuming that sufficient power is available to make this scheme work for the highest expected beam current. Other schemes, such as one where the stored energy in the linacs is allowed to droop, potentially require that the arcs have different momentum conpactions depending on the current in the heam to achieve longitudinal matching, potentially making it difficult to run at a current other than the maximum design current. This paper will make sane simple assumptions about how RF power is supplied: there are assumed to he no losses, either through the walls or into loads which are put in for "matching" purposes. The RF simply stores energy into the linacs, and that energy is extracted by the beam. This will necessarily produce the most optimistic values for peak power requirements and efficiencies. More realistic scenarios should bc computed at some point.
. Peak power requirCmc?rlts are si1nJh t0 COlllJmtC: the bCaIII eXtraCtS a CCrtaill amount of energy, and that energy must be resupplied by time the heam comes around again. One must take into account t,he fact that there are actually two beatns.
Efficiency is important for high energy machines, and this can be computed as follows: the energy supplied to a beam of N particles over n turns through a linac is nNgucos~ per unit length. The energy stored in the linac initially was r?/w(r,/Q) per unit Icngth, and we supplied Nqtrcos 4 per unit length (11 -1) more times, so the total energy supplied is us/w(r,/Q) + (n -1)Nqv cos 4. The maximum possible cliicicncy is therefore
The real efficiency will of course bc less than this, due to wall losses and loads, plus efficiencies of the devices supplying the RF power.
Recirculutor Designs
If we specify . The synchrotron tune . The total energy gain in the recirculator . The gradient and frcqucncy of the RF . The number of turns in the recirculator . The quantity k . The longitudinal emittancc t,he above description tells us how to compute the phase at which we should rml the RF. While the synchrotron tulle may seem like an odd quantity to specify, it in fact makes sense to do so. A high synchrotron tune is advamagcous for several lx!as01,s:
l It gives * smaller energy spread in the beam (important for simplifying arc design)
l It can minimize collective instabilities l It can prevent degradation of polarization [5] However, thcrc is a maximum value for the synchrotron tune, which is ahout 0.15 per linac-arc pair. The reason for this is that the motion is in fact described by a sdcprnclent Ramiltoniari, and not the s-independent Hamiltonian (24). The bucket computed for that Hamiltonian is only correct in the limit of small synchrotron tune for the Iinac-arc pair. For a larger synchrotron tune, the edges of the bucket will degrade until the bucket completely disappears at a synchrotron tune of 0.5.
The source of this degradation is the nonlinearity from the RF. This suggests that we try a synchrotron tune of 0.15 per linac-arc pair. For a racetrack design, this corresponds t,o a one-turn synchrotron tune of 0.3. The racetrack design seems most efficient in terms of avoid the overhead necessary at the entrance and exit of each linac, hut in principle a design with more sides would allow even larger synchrotron tunes.
Using these constraints, we can come up with designs for the recirculators. One can imagine that a collider will be built up by upgrading the machines over time, essentially adding recirculating st,ages. The various machines might have single beam energies of 70 GeV, 500 GcV, 10 TeV, and 100 TeV. Thus, the recirculator stages will have maximum energies at these points.
Because any time spent in arcs is essentially lost (and gives excess decays), one does not want to create a recirculator which is unnecessarily long. If one makes a recirculator which works from 4 to 70 GeV, for instance, the arcs at 4 GeV will he nearly as long as the arcs at 70 GeV, and a substantial number of excess decays will occur. Thus, it is important to create even more recirculator stages. Around a factor of 4 in energy per recirculator seems like a good compromise between decay losses and excess hardware. Thus, a good set of cutoff energies for the recirculators are starting at 4 GeV, then 17 GeV, 70 GeV, 190 GeV, 500 GeV, 2.2 TeV, 10 TeV, 32 TeV, and finally up to 100 TeV.
The question now becomes how to choose the appropriate RF frequency and munber of turns for the recirculators.
For low energy recirculators, the length of the recirculator is so short that a kicker to switch from one arc to another would be at best very difficult. Therefore, the low energy recirculators tend to have their number of turns limited by the requirement that the energy jump should be greater than a few (8 is the choice made here) times the RMS energy spread in the bean. This ceases to be an issue in higher energy recirculators.
These issues can be avoided completely if one goes to an Fixed Field Alternating Gradient (FFAG) type of scheme, where a single arc is used for all passes 131. There are many problems with this type of arc: l hlaking the bunch arrive at the right phase of the RF for each pass. . Achieving a decent dynamic aperture and avoid emittance blowup.
l Creating the complex and often large magnets that are required. . Creating the required momentum compaction as a function of energy.
The first problem, making sure the particles arrive at the correct RF phase, is probably the most difficult, of these problems.
Possible solutions are to simply supply the required RF power (which may bc prohibitively large), to add some ferrite or similar material which can cause the resonant frequency of the cavity to be changed (which may give significant problems with losses and heating, particularly in a superconducting environment), or to use other schemes to vary the resonant frequency of the cavity.
. The next issue becomes the energy spread in the beam, which will turn out to be very large. It turns out that in the low energy recirculators, the energy spread is so large as to require FFAG-like arcs even when individual arcs arc used for each pass [3] . Thcsc arcs won't have many of the problems of a single-arc design, but arc still very complex. It is clearly advantageous to rcducc these energy spreads if at all possible, if for no other reason than to reduce likely emittance blowup caused by the cncrgy spread. This requirement will tend to push you toward lower frequency RF and more turns in the recirculator.
However, when one tries to design the arcs, one runs into another problem: the momentum compactions rcquiral can easily become too large. Once the momcnturn compaction becomes above around 0.03 or so, the arcs get very difficult to design 131. Lowering the momentum compaction tends to push you toward higher frequency RF and fewer turns in the recirculator.
Higher frequency RF tends to reduce dccays (higher gradient), tends to be more cfficicnt (less stored energy), is casicr to create power for, and is in general less cxpcnsivc, but has higher wakrficlds (which can be a significant problem considering the high beam currents rmdcr consideration here). Going to more turns will give more decays, rcquircs more arcs in a multiplr arc design and therefore is more cxpensivc, but will generally 1~ more cflicicnt both in terms of average power and in terms of linac usage. Table 3 contains values for recirrulator paramctcrs for these schemes. The arcs arc assumed to have 2 T average bending fields. In reality, the arcs may have higher average bending fields in cases where the relative energy spreads arc lower; it would bc nice to take this into account somehow in the computations, but it is unclear how to do so. This is particularly important at higher energies where the arcs get prohibitively long with 2 T average bend fields (the 2 T average lield is kept nonrthch~ss for comparison purposes only). L,,, is the length of 180" of arc, and L,,,, is the length of one of the two linac in the recirculator.
PWak is the power that must be supplied to replace the cncrgy extracted by the beam at the same rate the beam is axtracting it.
These values were arrived at by various compromises. Thr vah~s for t.he lower energy recirculators are often forced. Going to lower frequencies requires momcnturn compactions that arc too high. Going to higher frequencies gives energy spreads which arc so large that they don't even allow multiple passes. Generally the mimbcr of turns is choxn to bc the maximum allowable for passive switching bctwccm arcs. Note the large rclativc energy spreads in these rcrirculators.
For the hi&r cncrgy recirculators, there arc more choices t,o be madc, and this is rcllcctcd in putting multiple lines in the table for a given energy range. The highest frequen(,y given is gcncrally the maximum frcqurncy possible, and tbc number of turns is the maximum for that frequency. The relative energy spreads are generally decreasing as we go up in energy, but it might bc nice to further decrease the relative energy spread so as to make the arcs easier. use 3.2 GHa RF. In reality, one can use an almost arbitrary number of turns at the higher encrgics (above 500 GcV), since the relative energy spreads are relatively low (allowing passive switching), and in any case active switching is probably possible since the rings are much longer. 19 turns was chosen arbitrarily, basically to be equal to the member of turns in the 190 GeV/c to 500 GeV/c recirculator.
More turns requires more hardware in a multiple arc system. The decay losses start to rise in the higher energy machines due to the increasing length of t,he linac. The rclat.ive small <XC suggests that it may bc advantageous to incrensc the number of sides in the recirculator, allowing a greater synchrotron tune in the recirculator (0.15 per side) and a correspondingly smaller energy spread. The bunch lengths that come out of the calculation are also extremely short, and that is another indicator that it would be helpful to incrcasc the synchrotron tune in this fashion. Many-sided designs will be considered in future work.
For the 100 TcV/c parameters, the longitudinal emittance has incrcascd subst,arrtially, and so lower frcqucncies arc often required than arc required in the other casts. However, for some of the lower encrgics, we have provided a higher frequency solution that has a larger energy spread. The relative energy spread is still smaller than it was for the previous stage, so the arcs would be no worse than the arcs in the carlicr stages. However, it would be nice t.o take advantage of the lower energy spreads to construct simpler arcs.
For the 0.5 TeV/c to 2.2 TeV/c recirculator, the 6.4 'GHz RF scenario is limited to 23 turns for passive switching, but the tnaximurn number of turns for the 3.2 GHz RF sccnnrio is much higher. Assuming we want to limit the number of turns to limit decays and arc complexity, I have chosen to use a maximum of 23 turns here and for subscqucnt recirculators.
Also, it turns out that going above 6.4 GHz RF leads to beam loading problems like those for the 10 TeV/c case, and thus WC will limit oursclvcs to this frequency.
Arc Deszgn
Clearly one of the grcatcst challcngcs lies in the design of the arcs for these recirculat,ing accclcrators.
The arcs for the low energy systems must accept rather large relative cucrgy spreads, and this is the primary rhallcngc.
Arc designs for these large energy acccptanccs arc being considcrcd by scvcral pcoplc, including Al Garren, Carol Johnstone, Dcjan 'IYbojcvic, rVcishi Wan. In addition, these same pcoplc arc studying single-arc designs where the cntirc cncrgy range of the rL&culator passes through a single arc. It may cvcn end up making sense to have H small number of arcs, where the beam passes through each arc a few times. One of the grcutcst difficulties in thcsc designs is meeting the rcquircments on momentum compaction that come frum longitudinal considerations, and many (hut not all) of thcsc dcsigns have yet to address this issue.
It would be part,icularly useful to get some kind of rough paramcterization of how the dipole packing fraction and other parameters behave with respect to design constraints put on the arcs. Don Summers has come up with an idea for a different geometry for the rocirculating accelerator, which has been called a "doghone geometry." The idea is to have a single linac through which the particles pass, and have arcs on the end of that linac which return the particles into the same linac. The advantage of this scheme is that lower energy particles can go through a shorter arc than the high energy particles, since the length of the arc is not determined by the distance hetween linacs. Such a scheme can allow one to reduce decays and/or reduce linac costs in the recirculator.
There are issues related to supplying RF power due t,o the asymmetric way in which the hunches would pass through such a system, and such a system cannot he expanded to many sides for the high energy recirculators, hut is certainly an attractive possibility for the low energy recirculators.
At higher cncrgics, a scheme with ramping magnets has been considered for the arcs [2] . While superconducting magnets cannot he ramped fast enough, it is possible that normal conducting magnets could be. So a hybrid scheme is used consisting of interleaved fixed-field superconducting magnets and pulsed normalconducting magnets. Such a scheme has yet to he examined carefully, in particular the nature of the orbits has yet to he considered. It will have similar difficulties to FFAG systems due to large orbit swings, but in principle it should he hctter since there is an extra degree of control in the ability to ramp some of the magnets.
Arc designs will not he discussed in much more detail here. Their design is progressing, and the status and other issues with their design will be reported on in the future.
Other Issues
It is possihlc to use isochronous designs for the recirculators instead of these designs with a finite synchrotron tulle. The isochronous designs lack many of the advantages of the ncul-isochronous designs: energy spreads will he larger, collective instabilities arc more difficult to control, and there may he difficulties preserving polarization.
In addition, an isochronous design will necessarily increase the longitudinal beam cmittancc, which is already problematically large (this effect is particularly significant at the lower cncrgies). Isochronous designs do have the advantage that they eliminate one of the primary difficulties associated with a singlr-arc recirculator, the issue of making the heam arrive at the correct phase of the RF. Isochronous design principles will not he discussed here, hut will be treated in a subsequent paper.
Wakcfields and their cffccts have yet to he computed for these kinds of systems, hut it is clear that they will be a significant effect, due to the large heam current. At the higher energics, it is important to come up with a scheme which has longer bunch lengths, since the extremely short bunch lengths given in Tab. 3 will create
